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Humor
by Sandra Poemon

Oh dear its D, the pudgy maiden aunt of the alphabet
family. D was first used by the first man who, getting out of
bed on the first morning, spontaneously invented speech
and sleepily said "Duh . .. what do 1 do now?" Nonetheless
significant are the words of the legendary J. P. Remarque:
'A word without a D is like a hippo in Hyde Park. Strangely
foreign". Although French, Remarque easily recognized
the integral importance of a good plosive D in English and
other Germanic tongues. And who are we tesser mortals to
question the wisdorn of a phrench philosophical phone-
tician?

deflaçiable: Sornetbing tbat'sdeflagrable will burst instantly
into dlame 11k those spontaneously combusting evangelists
you read about in the grooery check-out raps.
dehomu: A dehorner doesn't appreciate the finer tbings in
life and will seutle for dninking rubbing akcohol.
deupimate: To skim. if the milk mariceters got a hold of this
we could have despumateti milk on one side and lait des-
pumnate on the other.
downye: Downgyre is what nylons do around ankies.
deouaie: CuriousJy enough deosculate means the sarne
as osculate <whlch means the. same as buss, if you can

remember that far back.> English is so riddled with ironically
synonymous antonyms that nobody even stops to think that
an unthawed turkey should logically stili be frozen.
dbnmana: A dinomaniac is not a student in Calgary nor
someone with a fetish for large dead reptiles but merely a
dance enthusiast.
deacceulion: Deaccession is the removal of an artwork from
display but such things neyer happen on this campus.
droze: If you've ever wanted to know just which word to
use in describing the melting and dripping of a buming
candie this is it.
dysanl: Dysania is the. condition of having a terrible time
waklng up in the morning. If you're late for class just tell
your prof you've Sot dysania and he won't bottier you about
it again.
decalomnla: Decalomnania was too long so it was contacted
to decal. But to avoid confusion a person who collects
decals should probably be referred to as a decalo-
maniamaniac.
dze: A dzo is a yak cow cross.
diii: A drub is a synonym for cudgel, in case you needed
one. (Needed a synonym that is. You probably wouldn't
need a drub unless you were hunting dzo.)
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